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Our largest and most comprehensive book about paperweights. Covers in detail; history,
varieties and methods, the classic period, identification, contemporary makers and the art of
collecting. This beautifully illustrated book takes you step by step through the facinating world of
paperweights. Full-color illustrations, luxuriously bound in gold-stamped linen.

About the AuthorSan Francisco-born artist Kaffe Fassett is a name every quilter knows. His work
has been commissioned by the British monarchy, American fashion designers, and the Royal
Shakespeare Company. He has written numerous best-sellers including Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in
Italy, Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Morocco, and Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in the Cotswold's.
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Cynthia Garland, “NICE Hardcover Book!. I collect Paperweights and I visited the Perthshire
Paperweight Factory while in Scotland in 1993. This is a great historical book and I'm glad to
have made this purchase!”

Olivia Neece, “Good book on one company’s paperweights. Excellent book on just Perthshire
paperweights.”

Brenda H, “GREAT PAPERWEIGHT BOOK. This book covers every area of paperweights you
need to know about in order to knowedgely be able to collect them. I was very pleased with the
historical reviews and the many pictures. A book every paperweight collector should own.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Lovely book added to my library of resources to support my
new paperweight collection hunt.”

Paul A. Gilmore, “Hard to fine reference book, I highly recommend this book on Perthshire
paperweights.. A classic on paperweights, I am very glad to have found this book. I heartily
recommend it to anyone interested or curious about the subject or the manufacturer.”

c.c., “Great photos!. A large and beautifully photographed book..”

Neo Nut, “Crowning Jewell. The 'Bible' for the paper weight enthusiast. Awesome images and
filled with the detailed information one needs to feel confident in collecting the old and new.”

toylover, “Five Stars. thanks”

Wilma Mackenzie Luckenbooth Arts, “Great little book. Fascinating and informative read.”

The book by Michael Johnston has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 19 people have provided feedback.
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